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CARPET BAG made by Brigitte Giblin
This is a fabric covered bag with internal 10” curved frame
MATERIALS:
* 16” x 24” piece each of outer fabric, lining and medium weight fusible
interfacing or batting
* 2 pieces, 16” x 3” for the frame casing
* 11” x 4” heavy duty fusible interfacing for the base
* 2 pieces, 5” long, herringbone, wide rik rak or ribbon for the tabs
* optional 6”x 6” fabric for pocket

METHOD:
If adding a pocket, make 2 x 1/4” turnings at the top of fabric and
a 1/4” turning on the sides and bottom of pocket fabric. Pin to lining
in the centre and 3” down from the top edge. Stitch sides and bottom,
starting and ending with a backstitch to secure.
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* cut the 3 bag pieces 16” wide x 24” high
* mark the centre by folding in half
* cut out a 4” high x 2.5” wide on each
side of the centre as per diagram - do this
for the outer fabric, lining and medium weight
interfacing
* iron heavy duty interfacing (11x4”) to outer
fabric between the 2 cut-outs
* iron medium interfacing to outer fabric
* sew the sides of the bag - outer fabric and
lining fabric
* mitre base -- see diagram 2
* press side seams open on outer fabric and lining

<-------- sew folded tabs to outer - close to top edge

<----- stitch across opening to mitre
diagram 2
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CASING:
* make a 1/2” turning on the 3” ends of the casing and stitch in place.
* iron in half along length
* centre and pin 1 casing to each side of lining fabric - on the right side
* stitch with 1/2” seam allowance and press seam down and casing up
* press a 1/2” turning towards wrong side on outer shell top edge
* insert lining into outer shell and pin perpendicular to edge all around
- baste if necessary

* stitch close to top edge all round

THE TRICKY BIT - INSERTING THE FRAME: long nose pliers needed!
the hinge operates with a “shoulder socket bolt” ;-)
* open the frame out and note orientation of hinges
* unscrew the nut from each hinge and pull out
the bolt with long nose pliers
* insert each half of the frame into the corresponding casing
* line up the hinge pieces with the aid of pliers
and replace the bolts and nuts

This pattern is published by Brigitte Giblin and is for personal use only.
It is a breach of copyright to use this pattern for commercial purposes
without the author’s consent or to copy and/or share this pattern
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